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Abtract: This paper presents and proposes an efficient method in terms of implementation for IoT (Internet of Things) used for observing and 

controlling the household devices with the internet. Home automation system uses the portable devices like mobile phone, laptop etc to behave 

as a bridge for the user interface. This devices communicate with home automation system network through a common gateway of Internet, by 

using the low power communication protocols like Bluetooth, Zigbee, Wi-Fi, Mqtt etc. in our work we have used the arduino controllers for data 

acquisition from th sensors that are further forwarded to the raspberry pi controller where the pi acts as a controller as well as a collector. The pi 

will further send the data to the server i.e the cloud storage where we are having the node js. This data will be used as a database for the analysis 

and this data will be further again send to the controller where the device will be controlled and the calibration of sensors wil also be achieved. 

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Home automation technology and Smart home appeared very 

much  in science fiction of the  1920s. But no one knows the 

exact date of the invention of home automation. Based on 

human’s smart technology  improving process, the home 

automation system does not come with immediate invention. It 

comes step by step with only insignificant improvement. 

Nowadays home automation is a significant symbol of the 

human society civilization. The first automation facility which 

entered into people’s home was the automatic  washing 

machine, automation air condition and so on. When people 

think about home automation,  most of them may imagine 

living in a smart home: One remote controller for every 

household appliance, cooking the rise automatically, starting 

air conditioner automatically,  heating water for  bath 

automatically and shading the window automatically when 

night coming. To some extent home automation equals to 

smart home.[1] They both bring out smart living condition and 

make our life more convenient and fast. Home automation 

Satisfies the resident’s needs and desires by adjustable light, 

temperature, ambient music, automatic shading, safety & 

security, even arrangement of wire. Home automation 

technologies are the latest fascination with housing 

mechanism.  However, with the appearance of new electronic 

technologies and their combination with older, traditional 

building technologies, the  smart home is at last becoming a 

reality. (Harper , 2003.) The basic idea of home automation is 

to monitor a dwelling place by using sensors and control 

systems. Through adjustable various mechanisms, user can 

enjoy customized heat, ventilation, lighting, and other servers 

in living condition. The more closely adjust the entire living 

mechanical system and loop control system, the intelligent 

home can provide a safer, more comfortable, and more energy 

economical living condition.(Harper 2003.) For example, a 

home automation unit can notice that when the dweller is 

sleeping, the light is switched down or off, and the 

temperature control unit is switched down.  

IOT 

Internet of Things (loT) is nothing but physical items talking 

to each other, machine-to-machine communications and 

person-to-computer communications will be extended to 

"things" Extension of the current Internet which providing 

communication, connection and inter-networking in between 

the devices and physical objects, or also known as Things, is a 

growing trend that is often called as the Internet of Things. 

The Internet of Things (IoT), also referred as the Internet of 

Objects, that's going to change everything which also include 

ourselves. IoT is the next evolution or generation of the 

Internet, it's like taking a huge leap in its ability to collect, 

analyze, and distribute data which ultimately we can turn into 

information then knowledge and finally into wisdom.  

 
In today’s world internet of things is an upcoming technology 

with a high demand as there is a great need to provide ease of 

living for the people. Also technology is growing at a rapid 
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speed so new techniques are used for enhancing the home 

automation.  

 

II. IOT ARCHITECTURE: 

The Internet of Things (loTs) is nothing but connecting 

everyday objects like Internet TV s, smart phones, sensors and 

or actuators to the Internet where this device linked together 

intelligently which enables new forms of communication 

between people and things, and between things themselves[2]. 

The internet where the existing network of internet to the 

computer systems will connect to the real world objects or 

things. Things may include any objects, home appliances, 

devices, vehicles, etc. And when these things connect to the 

internet in specific infrastructure via standard protocols then 

the whole system is said to be Internet of Things (loT). i.e 

Things: Things may be real or virtual, moving or steady but 

things will be active participants in the whole system. Things 

will communicate with each other, called as things-to-things 

communication.  

     Things will also able to communicate or interact with 

human then it is called as things-to-human communication. 

However, the internet of things is not just deep vision for 

future. It is already here and is having an impact on more than 

just technological development.[3] These things and 

communicating objects which used to communicate with the 

internet can configure themselves independently and can 

operate without human intervention.  Figure 1 shows the 

architecture of IoT . 

 
Figure 1 : Architecture of IOT 

III. MOTIVATION 

To improve standard of living it is needed to change home 

environmental condition according to the mood of the 

habitants without any interruption. In some cases physically 

disable or handicapped people are not able move much from 

one place so for them it is very difficult to access regular 

domestic appliances. For them it is essential to develop a 

system which requires less human interaction. We need energy 

efficient, flexible system which also detect the fault in the 

devices automatically and notify the related technician and 

user about the problem automatically. To provide all this 

facilities in developing countries like India we need a much 

smart system which provides all the above facilities in low 

price and less energy consumption. 

 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In recent years home automation popularity has been 

increasing mainly because of its simplicity through  

smartphone connectivity and higher affordability. In home 

automation system various electrical devices in a house 

interacts with each other by use of the information technology 

to increase energy efficiency and security. Although there are 

some problems with this system like complexity, high 

competition with other vendors, incompatible standards and 

high expense which results to this home automation system is 

limited to wealthy or  ambitious users only [4]. 

 Many of the home automation systems that are commercially 

available can be separated into two categories: locally 

controlled systems and remotely controlled systems. Locally 

controlled systems use an in-home controller to achieve home 

automation. This allows users complete use of their 

automation system from within their home via a stationary or 

wireless interface. Remotely controlled systems use an 

Internet connection or integration with an existing home 

security system to allow the user complete control of their 

system from their mobile device, personal computer, or via 

telephone from their home security provider. [3]  

 In one study researchers introduces home automation systems 

based on Bluetooth, that using Android Smart phones. The 

devices that we used to access and control is physically 

connected to a Bluetooth controller. The Smart phone is then 

connected to it by using in-build Bluetooth connectivity which 

control that devices. In some other case researchers also 

provide network interoperability and one important feature 

that is remote access to control home devices or  appliances 

using home gateways [5][7]. 

 

 

V. PROPOSED METHOD 

 
Figure 2: Generalized block diagram of proposed work 

1) We use different sensors (light, temp., level, humidity) to 

collect the data to understand the environmental conditions 

and also to detect any fault in devices. It is necessary to act 

devices according to the inhabitant requirement. 
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2) Home PC continuously monitor sensors values and control 

the devices accordingly. If problem found it report to cloud 

server. Here user can modify some settings and see the devices 

functionality and working. 

3) We build one Registration Application where 

Technicians, super market vendors and other service provider 

will register on it. They provide their details like type of 

service (Sales/Service) and their service timing etc. 

4) Finally Cloud Server will apply data mining on data sets. It 

also mail or SMS Technician and send details to the Owner 

(mail or SMS). We can connect any number of users on cloud 

server so it support multi user system characteristics. 

5) Here we can use only one cloud server but we can connect 

many numbers of users to it via pc, or any android devices 

This figure 2. is the basic block diagram for the project. Here 

are aim is to control the devices at the home this devices can 

be any household devices. This devices are nothing the nodes 

which will give their information via the sensors. Likewise 

number of devices will make a room and multiple rooms will 

make building and number of building will make a campus 

area.  

 
The data from the sensors will be acquired from the data 

acquisition where there is a controller known as arduino. This 

data will be further forwarded to the heart of the system i.e is 

nothing but the raspberry pi. The heart of the system will be 

acting as both the controller as well as the collector. In the role 

of the collector the pi will collect the data from the arduino 

boards and further it will forward it to the cloud storage with 

the node js. Further the data will be used for the analysis and 

again it will be sent back to the controller i.e is the raspberry 

pi. The raspberry pi will take the actions based on the 

algorithm programmed on a communication protocol.  

 

V. RESULTS 

In these papers we proposed a efficient technique  which after 

implementation gave us very best result. First we all have 

collected different sensors values continuously with the 

arduino and then have abnalysed and compared this collected 

values with the Threshold  limits which we have already set 

according to users requirements. We are also converting this 

collected sensors values in graphical format and have sent it to 

the internet GUI for human user understanding. By this  

collected values we controlled the various home appliances 

and this values acting as a learning and controlling parameter 

to the raspberry pi. The  error occured while controlling the 

different household devices, home PC was inform to cloud 

node js server and further action was taken by using different 

algorithms in bacnet stack. Cloud server then apply the reverse 

mathematical model  on available data sets and further the data 

sets i.e the values from the sensors were calibrated and 

adjusted. Here the raspberry pi plays a very important role in 

controlling and analysing the whole system.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A home automation system i.e the smart system collaborates 

various electrical Household appliances in a home with each 

other using  the Internet of things concept using information 

technology. This proposed method is useful in analysing,  

monitoring and controlling the devices smartly according the 

human need. After doing the literature survey and finding the 

gaps of  existing works, we proposed an method which is an  

efficient technique that will gives us a smart control of  home 

with less human interaction. Our system not only analysis the 

hone conditions but also is used to control the functioning of 

the devices and also is used to calibrate the errors while 

acquiring the data with the help of algorithms implemented in 

the bacnet stack . By using these proposed system we can 

actually design and manage to make low cost automation 

system as the arduino and raspberry pi are used which are 

flexible and energy efficient  leading to smart homes.  
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